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Please make sure you have signed your contract via Adobe Sign.
APPROACH AND SCOPE

The audience of the Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Literature is scholarly, and the
encyclopedia is geared toward specialists who may not be familiar with a specific topic and
graduate students. Articles should survey the subject at hand as fully as possible and
provide an outline of the topic, offering an argument about its history and shape.
The ORE of Literature includes broad, foundational topics that serve to underpin the
encyclopedia, as well as more specific and emerging topics. Specialized topics are welcome
but should be encyclopedic and contextualized within a broader picture.
FORMAT AND CITATION STYLE
•
•
•

Please cite using endnotes following The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition. Do
not use author-date/parenthetical citations.
L1 headings should be bold, L2 headings bold and italic, and L3 headings italic.
Please provide your full name and affiliation as they should be published.

ARTICLE STRUCTURE

1. Title: Because this is a digital resource, your article's title will have an impact on its
number of readers and you are encouraged to modify the suggested title. Titles
should be descriptive and concise without being obscure or too clever, and they
should use specialized terms when possible. Titles that are excellent for books might
have to be reworked. For example:
Great for a Book
Digital Griots: African-American
Rhetoric in the Digital Age
The Caged Birds Still Sing: Maya
Angelou’s Autobiographic Fictions

Better for ORE
“African-American Rhetoric in the
21st century”
“Autobiographic Fictions in Maya
Angelou’s Works”

2. Summary (250–500 words, please submit in advance of the full article): The
summary should be a brief overview of the topic itself and should not refer to the
essay directly or include mapping language (e.g., "This essay explores…"). For
example, see "The Literary Chapter." The summary will publish right away. After the
article is published, the summary will appear at the beginning. If you would like to
update your summary when you submit your article, please include a revised copy.
3. Keywords (5–10 words): Include 5–10 keywords that describe the content of your
article. This will ensure your article is discoverable online. Keywords are equivalent
to index terms in a printed work.
4. Main Essay (6,000 words or more): This will be the majority of the contribution.
The essay should provide a narrative overview of the topic. Please include
subheadings roughly every 1,000–1,500 words. If relevant, add a “Primary Sources”
section, and a “Links to Digital Materials” section that links to freely available and
scholarly resources, such as museum exhibits, archives, collections, etc.
5. Discussion of the Literature: Please include a short “Discussion of the Literature” at
the end of your article that offers critical analysis of the scholarship on your topic,
including past approaches as well as research questions that are currently being
pursued.
6. Further Reading: This selected bibliography should include essential reading: the
first 10 to 20 readings to which you would direct someone who wanted to read
more deeply on this topic.

NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS (MAPS, PHOTOS, VIDEO, AUDIO, ETC.)

Please be encouraged to include images, links, audio, and video in your article. You are
responsible for clearing all permissions. If you have questions, please ask your OUP editor.
•

•
•
•

Permissions-Free Images: You may use any images in the Public Domain, or with
the following Creative Commons licenses: CC0, CC-BY, or CC-BY-SA (but not NC).
Search for permissions-free images on openGLAM and other open access/Public
Domain sites. We also welcome inclusion of your own personal photographs.
Images under Copyright: If a work is under copyright, please consider linking to
the content, as the licensing cost and restrictions are usually prohibitive.
Delivery: Images should be submitted as separate files labeled "Author Last
Name_Article Title_Fig 1," etc., in the order they appear in the text. Submit the
highest res. you have, and include callouts, captions, and credit lines in the text.
Submit a Permissions List for all figures that you would like to include.
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Contact about the ORE, your topic, article
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